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What causes Ally to have a panic attack when she sees Oz's 'Twisty the Clown Comic'? She has Coulrophobia (fear of clowns) 
Ally's fears intensify following the results of which politician winning his US Presidential election? Donald Trump 
Who witnesses Tom and his wife being slaughtered in their home by a group of clowns? Oz and Winter 
Who campaigns for the vacant city council seat following the death of Mr Chang? Kai 
What type of business do Ally and Ivy co-own? Restaurant (The Butchery on Main) 
Which character comforts briefly seduces a distraught Ally? Winter 
Who accidentally shoots and kills Pedro after being terrorized by clowns? Pedro 
After a therapy session with Dr. Vincent in which a couple talks about the wife overcoming her 
taphephobia, clowns break into the couple's home and do what to the couple? 

Entomb them in coffins 

What kind of pet do the Wilton's give to Oz? Guinea Pig 
Who kidnap Gary and chain him to a pole to prevent him from voting? Ivy and Winter 
Gary escapes the chains by severing his chained hand so that he can vote for Donald Trump before 
voting closes. Who provided Gary with the saw? 

Kai 

Who compromises the news coverage of the clown murders hindering Kai's campaign, resulting in Kai 
and his cult group donning clown masks, breaking into his home and film his murder? 

Bob 

RJ is deeply disturbed by filming the murder of Bob and Beverly views him as a weak link of their 
group and convinces Kai to cut ties with him. Before Kai kills RJ, each cult member take it in turns to 
shoot RJ in the head with what? 

A nail gun 

Kai divulges to Beverley about how his parents died. How did Kai's parents die? His mother shot his abusive father and 
then herself in a murder-suicide 

Dr Rudy Vincent is revealed to be the older brother of which two characters? Kai and Winter 
At a political rally, Meadow shoots several people, including Kai. Ally attempts to wrest the gun from 
Meadow's hands, but Meadow shoots herself in the mouth. Who arrests Ally after being found with 
the gun in her hands? 

A Swat Team 

Who ordered Meadow to go ahead with the assassination attempt on Kai, to make him a national-
level presence? 

Kai 

Following her arrest, where is Ally sent? To a psychiatric hospital 
After Kai wins the vacant seat on the city council, who warns Beverly, Winter and Ivy about the 
danger of putting their trust in Kai? 

Bebe Babbitt (the former lover of radical 
feminists Valerie Solanas) 

Who does Winter shoot in the head after he attempted to rape her? Detective Samuels 
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Which 3 cult leaders does Kai tell his followers about, expressive great admiration for them all? Marshall Applewhite, David Koresh and 
Jim Jones 

After Kai kills his brother Vincent, who does Winter try to convince to flee with her? Ally and Ivy 
To stop Ivy and Ally from attempting to flee again, who do the cult kidnap and hold at their 
compound? 

Oz 

To test their loyalty, what does Kai require each cult member to drink? Poisoned Kool-Aid 
What does Ally lace the pasta and wine with that she serves to Ivy, causing Ivy to collapse and die? Arsenic 
Whose murders does Kai recount to the militiamen whilst revealing his master plan? The Tate murders 
After suspecting a mole has infiltrated his cult, Kai slips into a state of manic paranoia which 
plagues him with vision of his dead brother and which cult leader? 

Charles Manson 

Who does Kai tearfully strangle to death after Ally singles them out as the mole? Winter 
Who is identified as the actual mole within Kai's cult? Militiaman Speedwagon 
How many pregnant women does the cult intend to massacre? One hundred 
Whilst she was institutionalized, who recruited Ally as an informant? The FBI 
How does Kai escape from the maximum security prison? He rebuilt his cult behind bars of inmates 

and a securiry guard 
After Kai infiltrates a televised political debate between Ally and her opponent, he points a gun to 
Ally's head and pulls the trigger. How did Ally survive? 

The gun was unloaded 

Who shoot's Kai in the head, killing him? Beverly 
By the vast majority of whose votes did Ally win the Senate seat? Womens 
What item of clothing does Ally don as she departs to attend a meeting, similarly worn by Valerie 
Solana's group? 

Green Cloak 

 


